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ABSTRACT 

An externally applied oscillating mag~etic field (at a frequency 

near one MHz for typical Tokamak parameters) resonantly mode converts 

to the kinetic Alfven wave, the Alfven wave with the perpendicular 

wavelength comparable to the ion gyroradius. The kinetic Alfven 

wave, while it propagates into the higher density side of the plasma 

after the mode conversion, dissipates due to both·linear and non

linear processes and heats the plasma. 

In a collisional regime both electrons and ions are heated 

almost at an equate rate-, while in a collisi9nless regime, but 

yet if 8 < 0.1, electrons are heated linearl:y by the Landau damping -
while ions are heated nonlinearly by decay to the ion acoustic 

wave. When 8 exceeds.O.l, ion Landau damping becomes comparable 

to the electron Landau damping and both species can be heated 

linearly again at approximately the same rate. 

Nonlinear heating occurs when the applied field exceeds 

a ~hreshold.of typically several tens of gauss. If T >ST. (T < ST.), 
e - 1 e 1 

sesonant decay to the ion acoustic wave (nonlinear ion Landau 

damping) heats ions. The nonlinear heating 9an be shown to occur 

only after the mode conversion, hence undesirable surfac~ heating 

"is inhibited. 

In any case, if a magnetic field of 50 gauss effective 

amplitude is applies, approximately 10 mega ~oule per cubic meter 

of energy can be deposited in one second into the plasma. The 

heating rate here is faster than that in the transit time magnetic 

pumping by a factor of 8-1 . 

IJISTRIBUTION OF THIS DOCUMENT IS UNUM~ 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Resonant absorption of an electromagnetic wave 

propagating into a nonuniform plasma has 
' . 

been known for 

quite some time since Budden's early ~a per in 1955. 
1 The 

absorption appears due to a singular behavior of the wave 

equation for a cold and nonuniform plasma at the point where 

the frequency of the incident wave ma~ches with that of the 

local plasma resonance [oJ;" upper (or ].ower) hybrid resonance]. 

Later, it was identified by Nickel et al.,~ that the absorp

tion is a manifestation of a.mode conversion, (often called 

the resonant mode conversiop) of the ~ncident wave into the 

Langmuir wave which propagates away from·the resonant 

region. 

Extensive studies hav~ been made on the resonant 

mode conversion for various waves3 which have revealed 

that the singular behavior. of the wave equations in all 

cases can be attributed to a mode conversion t6 a kinetic wave. 
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A similarly· ·singular behavior of waves in a 

magnetohydrodynami~ fre~~ency rang~ has been relatively 

unknown compared with those in the· higher frequency range 

quoted above. To our knowledge- it was first noticed by 

Gajewsky and Winterberg4 ·in; 1965 and slightly later by 

Pridmore-Brown. 5 It wa:s ··also mentioned by Grad6 in his 

review article in 1969. ·A .singularity appea.rs at the location 

·where the externally applied frequency ro· matches with the local 

Alfven (shear Alfven) frequency,kll(x)vA(x), where kll and 

vA are the wave number locally parallel to the ambient 

magnetic field and the Alfven.speed. 

In view of the natuFe of high rate of the resonant 

absorption, Grossmann and Tat aronis7 as .well as Hasegawa 
8 . . . . , 

and Chen have independently propo~ed the use of the Alfven 

wave resonant absorption to heat a plasma. More recently 

Hasegawa and Chen9 have poiQted out that the resonant 

absorption of this case too can be identified as that due 

to the convective dissipation ·of ~he resonantly mode con-
. . 

verted kinetic Alfven wave and elucidated the detail of 

the heating process in a linear reg:iJne. 

The -primary purpose of the present paper i's to 

give details of the ~ode con~ersion process and the heating 

process including nonlinear'absorption due to decay of the 
. . 

converted wave (the kinetic·Alfven wave) into the ion 

acoustic· wave. 

•• 
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· For ·typica·l Tokamak parameters, the heating 

' by the linear process occurs .through the •ion viscosity and 

the electron Ohmic <dissipation ror ~ temperature below a few 

hundred eV. ·For a higher ·temperature, but yet if f3' < O.l, 
' "" 

the linear heating is :dom'.i:nated by the electron Landau 

damping. The Landau damping .·~ppearl? ·because of .existence 

of a parallel (with resp.ect to t·he ~bi·ent magnetic field) 

electric field in. the kinetic Alfv:en .wave.. The ions may 

be heated nonlinearly J.n this r·egime depending on the 

wave amplitude. If :f3 exceeds :0.11..., 'J;he ion Landau damping 

can become comparable to ·the electron Landau damping and 

the both species ·are hea·te:d e:qually. 

Because· the :co.lJ,:is.i·o.nl·ess heat.ing ·in the present 

scheme depends on the exis·t•e.nce of ~ parallel electric 

field (which is accompa·n:i.ed ·by ·the kinetic Al:fven wave 

due to· its small perpend.i,cu.lar ·wave.lengt·h )., mR.gnet.ic 

compression is urincessa:r:y as .i:n ·the. case or the transit 

t
. . t• .. 10 une magne 1c pump1ng.. . ;c·onsequently the present heating 

·rate is faster than that .in ·the transit time ·mag-netic 

pumping by .a factor of ;f3-·
1

. Tn a·d·dition, because the 
. I 

perpendicular wavel~ength .i'n ·th.e '!~Tes.ent SCheme (""Pi) is 

much small.er, plasma l·os.s ass:cYc.iateq ·with the heating is 

expected much smaller .. 

The non1in·ea:r ne~ting occurs due to parametric 

decays of the converted kineti.c Alfv~n wave. . In the. present 
' 

~· 
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work, we consider the_ decay process,es where the pump 
... 

kinetic Alfven wave. decays into ·an·~noth~r kinetic Alfven . . .. 
. . ··• 

·wave plus an ion .ac01,1s~ic wave,.· which,. depending on the 

temperature ratio Je/Ti, ~an be e~ther weakly or heavily 

damped. Both resonant decay (T >> T.)·and decay through 
e l. 

nonlinear ion Landau damping (Te ,$ 5Ti) are considered. 

It is found that, owing to its short pe-rpendicular wave-. 

2 2 2 
length (i: = k 1 .cs/wci ':" 0( 1)), the parametric coup ling 

coefficients are larger than the classic· values obtained 

under ideal magnet.ohydrodynamic approximation by a facto-r 

~wci/wA. Here, coci and ~A_are; respectively,_ ion cyclotron 

and kinetic Alfven wave frequencies. For typical Tokamak 

plasmas, the externally applied field only needs to be of 

several tens of gauss to overcome tpe threshold condition. 

Both electrons and ions are heated ~n the nonlinear 

processes. 

We further point· 6ut that the threshold amplitude 

of the external field (before the mode conversion) for a 

para.JT)etric decay is much higher than that of the kinetic 

Alfven wave, hence undesirable surface heating by a 

direct nonlinear coupling of the external field is inhibited. 

We present the mode conversion process in Section 

II, the linear .~bsorption mechanism in Section III, the 
. . . .. . . 

nonlinear_absorpti~n .. mecha~ism in Section IV and concluding 

remarks in Section V. 
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II. RESONANT MODE CONVERSION OF ALFVEN WAVE 

·If an ideal ~set ·Of ·magnetohydrodynamic equations 
. . 

are used~ the wave equation .in a nonuniform plasma for the 

x component of the·plasma.displacement vector~ can be 

written8 · 

d 
dx 

"2 

( 

E 0: B
0 

,..,,2 B2 
1.-U\. -·g 

y 0 

(1~ 

In this expression x'axis_is ·takeri in the direction of the 

nonuniforrnity, z axis ·that.:.of 'the .ambient magnetic field 

H
0 

and .a perturbat·ion of a··"forrn··~~ (x)expi(k y+k z-rot) is 
.... .· X y Z 

considered. E and o: a;re·functionsof the background plasma 

parameters, 

E(x) 

(2) 

and 

o:(x) (3) 

where m1, n0, ·1-LO' y, ·t3, -:v:A ~a·re ·respectively, the ion mass, 

the ·plasma number .densi·ty, :the space ·peirneabili ty, ratio 

of the specific heats, ;pressure ·ratio ·of the plasma to 

'the magnetic field(~ ·21-L 0 P/B~) and·the Alfven speed 

[ = Bo (1-Lomi no) -1/2 ].. 

'. 
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If we assume that the frequ·ency ro and the 

. parallel wave number kz are fixed· by the struc.ture of 

the e~terrial source,. E'x) ~an in general b~come zero 

at a certaih value.bf x(= x0 ). At the. p6int x0, the 

applied frequency resonat~s:~ith the local Alfv~n wave. 

The solution of the wave equation ~1) nE;!ar the resonant. 
. . 8 

·point x0 can·then be written, 

The imaginary part in this expression appears 

through the analytic continuation of the solutions in the 

ranges x.> x0 and.X < x0 and represents t6e resonant 

absorption of the external perturbation by the plasma. 

The absorotion rate can be shown8 to be almost a hundred - . ·- . 

oercent if k is chosen to be one over the scale size of . ~ y 
. . 

the plasma. nonunifo.:rynity,. K (= o t nn0/ox). 

The logariti:unic.singularity appears because of 

i. 

I 
f 

the fact that the ideal magnetohydrodynamic 9.pproximat:!.on does 

not allow a propagation. of the (shear) Alfv~n wave across the 

magnetic ·field.. Consequentiy it is expected that if a 

finite Larmer radius correction is introduced, the fact 

that ions can no longer be tied to a magnetic line of 

force will enable a propagation across the magnetic field 

and eliminate the. singularity. That is, the solution (4) 

is no longer valid within the range lx-x
0
1 ,$ pi' where 
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pi is the ion·gyroradfus~, .Effect of finite electron 

inertia can also cont:rfbute in the same way and eliminates 

the singularity in. the· range: lx-x0 1 ~ ps, where Ps = 

1/2 
pi (Te/Ti) , and. Te ana' Tj_ are electron and ion temperatures. 

To take these effect·s' :into accout, we have to use kinetic 

equations. We- consider c;m:ly· the mode conversion process 

here, hence we ignore: d.iS'S-i.pati.ve ef:f:ects·. W.e use the , 

Vlasov equation for ions and: the drift .kinetic equation 

for electrons. 

The linearized- VI:asov· equation for the perturbed 

distribution function of ions reads: 

o·r .. 
+ v ·· ___,.a-x=1 ·-

. ~-r( o). 
e o i +· -. ·. (E+vxB) .. -~ ..... -

. mf_ - -- -- dv 

or
1 av . = 0 ,. (5). 

where oB/ot = - '\?XE" and E. is the' wave elect·rie field .. -
The unperturbed·. dis:-tr·ibut"ipn function is· given 

by 
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with r
0

(v) .being the Maxwell distribution .wi-th the ion 

. temperature Ti and .g· being a function representing the 

plasma nonuniformity in the x direction. 

· The perturbed distribution function of· electrons 
.. 

obeys the drift kinetic equation,
11 

of 
e 

ot 

of . e 
+ vz . oz ( 

E · . ·r Bx ) 
+ . :.xBo + , . z B0 . 

For the field equations, l'{e assume a low but 

( 7) 

. . I 112 
finite ~ plasma with ~"' '(me mi) . In this regime, it 

is convenient to use the fact that magnetic compression by 

the wave is. negligible, 'which enables one to use a scaler 

potential cp to express 'the perpendiq~lar components (x, 

y components) of the wave .electric ~ield, 

~l = - ~l ~ ' (8 ) 

since this choice makes (V><E) . = 0. Because the wave is 
. . - - .z 

electromagnetic, how·ever, we have to use Ez which is not 

equal to - ·ocp/oz. · F.o:r Ez, we. hence use a different 

potential, ·iff; 
·. ·: : •'· .. 

E.=·-·~ 
z oz ' 

(9) 
. . ~ . · .... ' .. 

and q> ~ "1/1.
12 
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The potentials·. cp and~ .'1/f: musi: s·a.tis.:fy; ~uita.ble-:: field. equations. 

Following~ Kad·omts;ev;;
2

··· we:; ta_:ke; Po·fS'S'On- 1 s~: equa:tion·. 

2" . 
2 ~-- .,, . e' (. ) 

v q,· +·- 0
-'~':-=-~-· n-:- ·"--n·.,, 

L . 2~ Eo:· e L 
oz.:. 

and Ampere's: law· in· the:: z:.· crrree·t-:±:on~ 

(
'V:X. · H) ·z' · ·. == .],i:z·· +:.· J- '' __ __ . ...... _ . ez·:· 

. . . 
which after: sub.s.ti.tut·ing,; d'B/o~.t-. = -- V'XE~ r..:e:duces: to 

....,.~ .. ..,_ 

(
, 
.r 
._Lz:: 

+-;r ) ez: , 

(10). 

(II.) 

(12) 

In these' exoTes·s·fons~. t'!ie;', n:um15:er.~ dens:rt:V· n· and·. the current 

density J. are g±ve·n: oy,;:·th:e·-:: _d:ts::t:rtbut~ibn: funct·ron~ f:' 

l-· ~: -- ,... t :! .... ·'!-n .. -·- n
0

. . f .. dv. ,, 
J.' .... ~- JJi N~ 

. ,.. . 

(13) 

and. 

l 
... 

J_:j· ." . == q:-j· .no:· ' v:f." •. dv;::-· ·-· 
vi -- J;, -.J 

(I~) 

The s·et· of' equations: from:J (5J: t·o: (Tl+f} de.scrtb.es~ the. electro--
/ 

magne-tic. waves in: a::..magne:.t·ony_drod.ynam:rc~ f·requency range 

without. re:s.trict·iDns~:to:- the:: s:i"ze:': a:e·t'he:. p:erpendicurar wave--
. • 1 - -

length (but with a: re-strrcti'omt or..::· n:o comp~ressionaL magne'tic 

field perturbation:) .. 
, 

To study the: ~esona.nt·.: mode· c·onversion of the. Alf.ven 

wave, we make some fur.ther.~ stinprication~·.. First we- assume 
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a frequency range which 'is. smaller than the ion:· cyclotron 

frequency. This allows·us to use th~ quasi-neutrality 

condition and Eq. (10) becomes 

·= n 
e . . ··. (10;) 

Next,we assume that ky, the wave numQer perpendicular to 

the magnetic field as well as to the density gradient, is much 

smaller than pi1 and that the scale .size of the density 

gradient is much larger than tne ion gyroradius, so that 

C1) . . . 2 
··-))ktcp. 
·Cl)Ci . . y J. 

(15) 

This assumption allows us to ignore the term vy/CDci in g 

in Eq. (6) which is equivalent to the neglection of a 

drift \'rave .. 

Finally, w·e assume: that the wavelength in ·the x 

direction near . the mode :conversion point is small but larger 

than .the ion gyroradius ,so that we cap expand the wave 

equation in the power of p
1
d/dx.

13 

With these assumptions·· F.ourier amplitude of the 

__ number density and the current densit~ perturbations· are 

given by 
2 

C1) i { d [ 3 2 d
2l 

= T · dx 1 + 'If Pi --"-21 
CD i - dx -· c . . 

(16) 
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2 
~e . ,,, 

= ~ g ·"'' ·v 
.Te 

2 k 
= ~~1 ·~ g Vt, 

c . 

In these expressions, the ion and th~ electron plasma 

(17) 

. (18) 

(19) 

f'requencies, co . and co... are. constants and refer to the 
.· pl. pe ·. . 

values at the maximum plasma density where g(x) is normalized 

to unity, .c and vTe are .the speed of light and the· electron 

thermal speed,respectively. 

To study the .;resonant mode .conversion to the 

kinet~c A~fyen wave, we con~ider ·onl;y near the .resonant 

point x=x0 where co'2. = .. k.~ vi/g{x=x
0

). We can then further 

. simplify the above expre.s.s:ions using t.he assumption of a 

low ~ plasma so that vi >> c:; = ~/mi. This assumption 

eliminate~ a po~sibili~·y ·of a. ;simu.lta,neous coupling to the 

ion acoustic· wave... .The wave 'e:quation can then be derived 

by eliminating 1/1 from .Eqs ... :(lo:r ), (12) ;and (16) to· (19), 
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(20) 

/ 2 ' 
.where the Alfven speed vA is that of the maximum density 

and g is normalized by unity. 

We can i.Irimediately notice that if .we put pi ~ 0 

in· this .~xpression, the wav~. equatioq reduces to 

0, (21'). 

which has an :i.denti'cal stru6ture to the magnetohydrodynamic 

wave equation (1) near E ::::; 0. It.is also noted that in a· 

uniform pla.sma, · g · = 1, Eq. (20). gives two decoupled wave 

·equations 

(22) 

and· 

[.r 2 d2 .. · ( al 
-.. l)J cp o, (23) ·---;;; + 2 ,2 = 

dx-. kz vA 
~~ 
( 

-2 
T. 

2 where p = (3 + ~) p 0 ky << d/dx is used in Eq. (23). 4 Ti . ~ 
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Equation (22) represents a quasistatic electro

magnetic perturbation (cut· off mode) assocl,ated' with an 

external source. In the absence of· a source, this wave 

equation represents a surface wave. Equation (23) is the 

" wave equation for a body 0r bulk. wave~ the Al:fven wave with 

finite ion gyroradius and finite electron inertia correction. 

"· We call this wave the kinetic Al:fven wave. 

We can thus identify· that Eq.. (20) repr~sen.ts a 

coupling between a surface magnetohydrodynamic mode or an 

externally applied e.lectromagnetic~ perturbation and the 

kinetic Alfven wave·. Froni Eq. (23), we can see that. the 

. " 
kinetic Alfven wave propagates, after the mode conversion, 

. 2 2 2 2 
to a higher density side wherekz vA (x) < kz vA (x=x0 ), ·as 

analogous to the case of the J?ernstein wave. 14 

To study the mo:de conve_rs.ion, we mu.st specify 

the actual density profile.. Be,cause. t.he wave 1:1. ri'.P. r.· the 

mode conversion is expect.e:d to propagate in the higher 

density side, .the solution de.p.ends either the converted 

wave can propagate all the w.aY' across the plasma column 

or dissipates signit'icantly ·bef'ore i.t reat·hes the ether 

side. As will be seen ih the next section, damping of the 

kinetic Alfven wave per wavelength 7.-s shown to oe on the 

Order Of 10-
2

, hence ~f th 1 · · t ~ · e p asma s~ze ~n he x direction 

(or r direction in a cylindrical plasma) measured by the 
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14-

. . 2 
ion gyroradius -~s at le.ast 10 , we can assume the plasma to 

be semi-infinite in the x direction~ 

As a simple example we .take a li~near profile for 

. the plasma denslty su~h that· 

g ( x") ,;, K x + a, (24) 

where x is a no-rmalized distance whos~ origin_ is located at 

the resonant point where g(x=O) 2/k2 2 = 1, a cu 
2 
/k

2 2 
cu z VA or VA . z 

1 

= 1, with 0 < a < 1 .. Equation (20) :].s then. reduced near 

X"' 0 to a simple 

where 

p2 

and 

form 

2 
2 d Ex 

+ KXE p -- = 
dx2 ~. X 

( 3 k~ v~ 're) 
= ·_ 4 + 2 T 

cu i 

0 . 
= - .2JR 

ox 

Eo, (25) 
.... 

2' 
pi ., (26) 

(27). 

.. 

E
0 

i~ an integration constant repr~senting a nominal value 

of Ex at a large negative x,{Ex associated w~th the ~xteinal 

source_ field) . 

. In th~ derivation .we ~lso a~sumed that I dg/dx/g I 

<<I dcp/dx/cp I, that is, the y~riation of the wave amplitude 
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is much faster than the variation .. of ~he. density (WKB 

approximation). The wave equation· of the type Eq. (25) has 

been stud~ed extensi~ely in relation to the mode conversion 

of the electromagnetic wave to the Langmuir wave. It is 

well known that the solution can be expressed in terms 

of the Airy function~.l5 

If we introduce a scale length 

.· '( 2; ).1/3 
6, = p K , (28) 

and use a normalized electric field intensity 

_ _ EX ( Kp ) 2/3 . 
Ex - Eo 7r 

,. (29) 

the general solution is given by 

where Ai, B1 are Airy functions and G+ is a function involving 

integrals of Ai and Bi. 
15 ' 

Because we consider here a plasma which is extended 

to a semi-infinite domain in the x > 0 direction, the suit

able boundary condition for the kinetic Alfven wave is to 

accept only the right going wave (no reflection at x --+.co) 

and that which has no divergence at· x -+ - co • We can find 

then c2 = 0 and c1 = i. The· a'Symptotic solution for 

I x/ ~I >> 1 can then be written ·as 
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(~ p) 2/3 

.for_ x. >· O, 

·E. 
E - _Q .. 
X-lC.X, 

for x < 0. 

Yr']} 
'! 4 ( 31) . 

r 3· 1' ' 
.\ J 

In the a~ove expression, the fir~t term in Eq. (31) represents 

the kinetic Alfven wave and. the. second term as well as the 

expression in Eq .. (31') the f?Ourc~ fiel~:L 

• ,I 

As is expected, the kinetic Alfven wave propagates 

·in the higher density side (x L_ 0) of the resonant point as. 

--'·Can be seen in. Eq. (30). In Eq. (30) it is worth noting that 
' . 

, . 

the first fe.w peak amplitudes of the kinetic Alfven wave 

after the mode bonversion ar~.given by E 0 (x~)-
2 /3 w~th 

effective wave number of (K/p2)l/3, wh,ile away from the 

resonant point, say at x"' 1c-1, t}?e amplitude and the wave

number of the .kineticAl~vEGn wave b~come Eo(Kp)-l/2 and 
1 1 . . ·.. .. . . . . 

p- , ·respectively. The qualitative feature of the mode 

converted kinetic Alfven wave is shown in Fig. 1. 

We can .see th~t·.the.solution for x < 0 is 

identical to. the one .obtained under th~ ideal magnetohydro

dynamic approximation~ 8 
Hence th~?. plasma impedance, 
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consequently the absorption rate, seen from the external . 

circuit remains to be unchanged from the previous magneto-. 

... 8 
hydrodynamic calculation. 

On the other hand when the converted wave is 

reflected at the other side of the plasma t~e solution'at 

x < 0 is modifled from the magnetohydrodynamic result and 

the external plasma imped~nc~ ~hanges accordingly. However, 

it can be shown again that i.f the e-fplding distance of the 

converted kinetic Alfven wave is ~maller than the plasma 

size, the plasma impedance becomes the same as the magneto

hydrodynamic result.9 

In conclusion, if the mode GOnverted wave dissi

pates well inside the plasma the absorption rate is inde

pendent of the dissipation. mechanism and remains same as 

the result of the magnet.ohydrodynamic calculation; the 

. absorbed energy is apprnxi_mA.tPl y By
2

,/?IJ.u I per each 
X "' 0 

cycle of the oscillation. 

Detailed physical dissipation mechanism of the 

kinetic Alfven wave which ~ill be prepented in the next 

two sections gj_ve processes in which the absorbed energy 

is ·eventually the:nnali.zP.d hy P.R.rh· ·~pet;:-ies. 

III.· 
-. • • • • . • 1 , 

THE·LINEAR DAMPING OF.THE KINETIC ALFVEN WAVE 

· We have se·en in the. pre~ious section that the 

kinetic Alfv.en wave· is excited by the resonant .mode con-

version. of ~n externally applied' oscillating electromagnetic 

source. · A natural step to be followed is to identify the 
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• 

" . physical dissipation mechani$m of the kinetic Alfven wave. 

For this purpose, w·e now take a uniform plasma but intro-: 

duce dissipative mechan'1sm to the- kinetic equations .for 

both electrons ·and ions. It is conv~nient to di~ide into 

co+lisional and collisionless regimes depending on whether 

the collisional damping dominates over the Landau damping 

or vice versa. 

In the collisional regime, tqe damping due to ions 

is the ion viscous damping and that due to electrons is the 

electron Ohmic dissipation. The former dissipates the per-

" 

pendicular electric - fi~ld energy wb1le the latter the 

parallei electric field energy.. The collisionless dissi-

pation is the Landau damping of the parallel electric fie,ld 

both by electrons and ions. Thts aspect differs from the 

transit time magnetic pumping-where the collisionless 

darnpi~g is due to the magnetic transit time damping which 

dissipates the compressional component (z component) of the 

magnetic field. 

To study these dissipative processes, it is con-

venient to study the detailed properties of the kinetic 

Alfven wave. without restricting· to the size of the perpen

diqular wavelength as well as without neglecting the coupling 

to the ion acoustic wc;ve.. This can bE¥ done by including the 

Fokker-Planck co,.llision. te_rm in the right hand side of the 

Vlasov equation
16 

and .·re~~lculating the number density and 

the current dens i ty.pertur"Qations, 

.. 
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: . -').. 1 . . 1] I(> ("hi) e . . .. CP, 

7 '.2 
:10 ).. i 

,, .'3J 1r+1.) ~ t/2 
' ":i 

·a;;r 

= - ?~ .kro ( .l+:i·~e ·} ·ilt-, 
c vTe z 

k
2 2 

pi. X 

. (17') 

(19'.) 

of the first kind and v_
1 

. .'is ·the :ion-ion ·colli-sion :Ta:te. 
"1 . . 

51 and 5e represent fractional damping rates by ions and 

electrons. In a collisional regime· '5 i.s given :Qy 
·e 

'(32) 
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where v i is the electron ion .collision rate. The ion · 
e . . 

viscous damping is shown in the term propertional to vii 

in Eq. (16'). In a collisionless regime, 

f •••• 

6i = 2 jTF t:3j_3/2exp (-t:311) ., (33) 

6e =fi. t:3ll/2(Ti/Te)l/~ .(me/mi)l/2, (32') 

2 I 2 where 1311s. defined for the ion pressure, ~i =2vTi . v A and that 

at the resonant point. 

The Landau damping may be requced in.a toroidal 

plasma du·e to the trapped particles in the local mirror 

field. 

6 1 s obtained above do not by themselves represent 

the· fractional heating rate of the species because different 

components of the fie.lds are dissipateq. To obtain the 

phase and amplitude·relations among di:ff'erent components of 

the f'ield and.also· to study'the mode s~ructure in this 

f'requency· range· tncluding the ion acou~tic wave, we 

" rederive here the dispersion relation ·using the charge. and 

the current densities obtained in Eqs. (16 1 ) to (19'). 

We again ignore 'S · f'or ;these purposes. From the 

quasineutrality condition, we have 

2 2 ·c co i k -).. P z I e · ~-
. 2 0 

co 

. -r.. 
(1-I

0
e ~) ~ = o, 

(34) 
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. , 
and from the·Ampere'~ law~ 

2 

( ~~2 
C X 

+ 1) Vt - <:p = 0. (35) 

2 2 
The argument of the Bessel function .i~ 'Ai ( = kx pi)·. The 

dispersion re;tation is obta~ned by el;iminating c:p and t~ 

2 
CD 

(36) 

Equation (36) 

shows clearly the linear coup~ing·or:~he ion acqustic wave 

(zero of the .first parenthesis) ahd the Alfv~n wave (zero 

. of the second -parenthesis). For a. lo\<{ ~ plasma the coupling 

is weak and the dispP.rsion relation. :fqr the each mode 

b8L:UIIH:!s approximately, 

'I' ' 

for the kinetic Alfveq wave a.nd 

2 
CD 

(37) 

, (38) . 
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for the ion acoustic wave. It is interesting to note that 

the frequency deviation due to the finite ion gyroradius 
. ; , . 

eff~ct,.~i,is positive for,the Alfven ~~ve and negative for 

the ion acoustic wave. The dispersion relations :for small 

. , 
and large ~ibecome :for the kinetic Alf'ven wave 

2 k2 2 [1 + k2 p~ (3/4 + T.e/Ti) J CJ.) = VA z X ~ 

:for "Ai (( 1 , (37') 

' 

2 2 2" 2 
(l+T /T.) = k. VA kx. Pi z e . J. 

·:for ),i>> ':J_ 
J' 

and :for the ion acoustic wave, 

2 k2 2 (1 k2 pi)(l + ~ p? T I )-l CJ.) - z cs -
X ~ €l Ti 

for , (38 f) 

for ~i>> 1 • 

Using these relation~, ~,e can obtain:the phase. and. amplitude 
' . . 

relations among dif'ferent components or the wave :fields. 

We list .below this relation·· :for the kinetic Alfven wave 



Ex = - ikxq> 

Ey = - ikyq> 

T -}. 
'E ik . e·( .. i)q> (39) = z T 1-·Ioe. z 

i 

1 k;:tkzq> 
[ 1. 

T -). 

] ·+~ 
i 

Bx = (1-r
0

e · : ) 
Q) T i 

. kxkzq> [1 
T -). 

J 
e 1 

By = -1. +- {1-I e ') 
(J) T1 0 

Because kx "' p-i >> ky >> kz, · w·e see tqat the dominant 

field co~.ponents are ·Ex and By~ In a toroidal plasma they 

correspond to radial electric field anq peloidal magnetic 
. ' 

field. It is also important· to note tl1at the wave accompanies 

an electric field in the direction of the ambient magnetic 

field. Another important p.oint to note is that the field 

amplitude is enhanced compared with ttv:~,t. of the external 

source. For"example,i:f we take they component of ·the wave 

magnetic field By; from Eqs. (30) and (39) we see 

(40) 

near the mode conv~rsion region, 
I 

1 

. : · .. ·. 

away from the mode conversion region, 

where Bsy is the amplitude or· the sourc~ field. 

·. 
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If we take a Tokamak plasma te ~ r -l ~ lQ-3 p -~ ·, hence the 

y component of the wave magnetic field qan b~ enhanced by 

a factor of a hundred near the mode conversion point. 

Using these results, let us now calculate the 

actual heating rate for each species. ~n a collisional regime,. 

the ion heating· is dominated by the visGous damping of the 

transverse component of the wave field. The heating rate· 

is given by 

= 

-1 
0.9 v.i(k p.) 

~ X 1 

f.or 

for 

(42) 

B k I E 1
2 

and a)p 2 i"·/ro 2 c~ are all" .functions of x, the ecause x, . x .... 
·.· 

heating rate varies as· function of the dj.stance away from 
: . 

t~e ~ode conversion point·, .X = ·o. Howev~r; the variations 
. . 

tend to ·cancel ·among ea'ch other ~nd the peating rate remains 

roughly constant and is given approximat~ly by 

I. ( 42') 

-1 
whe:re By( K ) . is the value of the wave ma{Srletic field at .· 

"-1 
x = ~ , given by:Eq.(41). 

. ':· . : ~ . 
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The electron heating in a collisional regime is 

governed by the Ohmic dissipation of the field aligned 

• 
current, 

= v . 
el. 

2 
co· 

If we compare this heating rate: with. tha.t: ·of" the ions in 

Eq. ( 42 ) , we see that 

dT /dt 
i 

1/2 

Gi)· 
.. P." . 

v 2 )' 
Te 

3/2 
fTt)· I 
~,rre··· f>1 

For most Tokamak parameters:, this· ratio remains order 

(44} 

unity. Hence, in a col.lis ional . regirrr.e e lec:trons· and ions 

are heated approximately at an equal. rat;e·.. How·ever:,. e:lec·trons· 

are, heated in the parallel direc·t:i.on wh~le i.on:r in the pe.rpen

dicular direction. 

Ih a collisionl.es.s. regime, th.~ linear heating 

occurs due to the Landau. damp:ing.. Hen:c:e,, particles are 

. . * 
heated in the parallel direc~tion.,·· n

0
dT/Q:t· "" Re (J E /2). The· . . . z z 

Landau damping rate· for trapped ele.e't.re>qs; b.y a 1oca.l mirro:r 

is reduced by the bounc·e motion. We, as·s.ume here· for s.impl.ic·i ty· 

a case of a straight magnetic field. Th~ heating rate for 

ions in a collisionless. re.gime is then given by 
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dT . 
. n 1 

0 dt 

: ... 

. . . . 

where as before t3i ( = ·const )· is· defined for the plasma 

parameter at the resonant point and 5. j,.·s given by Eq. 
. 1 . 

, 

(45) 

(33). Other quanti ties ~xcept ru. is·. a. fuqction of position. 

A maximum heating is achieved ·at·)..·"' l,. 
. . . 1 

The heating· rate .. fpr electrons in a collisonless 

regime is given by · 

T 1 . .;.;_. 2 Eo I Ex 112 ruo21. 
= m 5 ...!:. - (1-I e .. · .

1 
) .. · 

e T
1 

t-
1 

0 . · · 2 ~ ~ ' 
c.oci 

where 5e is given by Eq~. (32 1 ) •. In'Eqs. (45) and (46), 

I 1
2 2 I 2 I Eo Ex mpi (Dei 2 can be approximately b~ i.dentified as 

the wave magnetic field. energy B~l2l:Lo· 

The ratio of the heating r.ate !or ions and 

electrons in the collisionless·reg:tme becomes 
! 

(46.) 

(47) 

: ~ . : 
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The factor ~ion the ion heating rate appears because the 

fon Landau damping is possibl'e only through the coupli!lg 

to the ion acoustic wave. This ratio is negligibly small 

for ·a low ~ plasma, that is only electrons can be heated 

in a low~ plasma. However~when ~ 1 approaches unity, the 

ratio becomes order unity. For example,if ~- = 0.2, 
~ 

Te/Ti = 2 makes this ratio unity and the corresponding 

value o!' ~ becomes 0.13. Because. of Lhe [jrap.!Jed tJar Lic:l~ 
e 

effect this value of 5e is an overt:;!stimate.. The true 

damping rate will probably be .an order magnitude less. 
. ~ 

IV. NONLINEAR DAMPING OF THE KINETIC. ALFVEN WAVE 

In this section, we consider non·li·near heating 

processes due to parametric decay instabilities excited by 

the converted kinetic. Alfven wave. - Her~, we are interested 

in the decay processes where the pump _kinetic Alfven wave 

decays int-o an another ·kinetic Alfven wave·and an ion 

acoustic· wave. The ion· acoustic wave can be· ei the:r weakly_ 

or heavily damped depending on ·the temperature ratio T /T .. 
e 1. 

In the former case T. >> T.,resonant decay occurs. In the 
P. 1. 

latter ca.s~ Te ~ ~T 1 ; tl1e decay· imstabili·ty is made th:cuugh 

nonlinear ion Landau damping; i.~., it i~ an induced scattering 

process. Both these two case.s are considered here. 

In order to illustrate -the physics more clearly, 

we adopt a simple.model of a. uniform plasma to which a 

self-consistent pump wave cp0 (x,t) (the kinetic Alfven 

wave) of the following fo~ 
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( 48) 

. ,, .. 
is ·applied. Here, ( ru

0
, !;o) satisfies th~ linear ·dispersion .. 

relation for kinetic Alfven wave given,py Eq. (37). Effects 

due to nonuniformities and spatial locaJ_ization of the 

pump wave will not be discussed :in the :present. work. The' 

pump field <Po is assumed to be sufficiently weak so that 

only interactions up to O(I<P0 1
2

) ne~d t~ b~ kept. Further

more, since decay instabilities are considered here, we 

ignore ~ne upper sideband as being off-resonant and only 

discuss the couplings arnon~the,p~p waye (± ru
0
,±!;

0
), the 

lower-sideband (ru_,~_} ~ (ru -ru , .. k -k
0

) and the· low 
- S 0 ,..S ,.. 

frequency wave (ills,~s)· Note, .again, (:;!:ru
0

, ±~ 0 )· and 

(ru_, ~-)are kinetic Alfven waves,· and'(rus, ~s) is the 

ion· acoustic mode. For low-t3 p·lasmas, lru
0

1 'V lk vAl >lill I 
. z s 

"' lkzcsl· To further simplify. the analy!'3es, we make the 

additional assu;nptions th~t !k1p
1
.l < I· and T /T. > 1, so 

. . e 1 

that we need only keep the effects.of finite electron 

inertia. The dynamics of both spec·ies ~re then described 

by the following drift kinetic· equation : 

where 

vl. 
- J 

J = e:, 1 , 

(49) 

(50) 
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fj (x, v , t) is the drift dist:ribution function 
- z 

and other notations are s,tandard. Note her~, 

convective te rrrr; i.e., 
d 0 + (y~'V). a 
dt =· d'F - ~,· 

Let fj 
(0) 

+ 
(1) 

+ f~·L and. -using f .. f . 
J J . J I 

potentials q> and. 1/1 defined. in Eqs·. ( 8) and (9), 

the linear response f( ~) as~ 
J ' 

and ,· 

, 

d 
dt 

the 

we 

contains 

two 

obtain 

(51) 

(52) 

• 
( ?1) and ( ?~) are valid' f'or.· 'both kinet·ic· Alfven and ion 

acoustic waves. Note,, ·however, sinc'e (rus, k ) is an 
-s 

electrostatic· mode, q>s - '1/lf)r while for the kinetic Alfven 

modes, (co_; ~--) an.d (ruQ, ~ 0 ).,; q>-·,,O f. tr-,.o·. 

In dealing with the nonlinear analyses, let us 

note that because the> kinetic Alfven~ waves have ~ "' 0( 1), 

our results are, therefore, vai'id in. t:pe regime ~ >> ru
0
/ruci ; 

while the classic magn.etohyd·rodynami.c results of Sagdeev and 

Galeev
17 

are valid i,n the opposf.te Iinrir. The details of 

nonlinear interactions are diff~rent for the different 

modes as well as speciea and will be t~eated separately .. 

i , .. 
·,· 
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Since we are interested in either the resonant 

decay to the ion acoustic mode or the induced scattering 

. ' : 

decay when.this mode is heavily damped, only nonlinear 

perturbations up to 0 ( I cp0 I) need to be kept here; i.e., we 

only have. to calculate· f(~) .· For the electrons~ · lrus I, 

lco0 1 << coce and lk1 pe·1 << .. lklpi I < 1, ~pe' thus, can be 

neglected. The d-ominant nonlinea·r contributions to r(;) 

is then found to originate from, referrtng t'o Eq. ( 49), 

the ~ 1 · r:::B(:]0 )rC!)c::_) +·co ~ - n term as well as the 

(q/m)e ([vE(o
0

)xB
1

(o_)J·e + (0' ~-)) (orC
0
)/ov) term. 

- - - - -z e z 
Here, we have denoted c>o = (co 0 ,~ 0 ), ~ 0 ~ (co_,~_) and 

~s: (cos,~s)· With lwsl ~< !kzsvTel, f(;)(~ 9 ) is given by 

(53) . 

where ~B corresponds to the ~ r(l) term· 
~B e ' 

(54) 

· and tE corresponds to the ~i<~l- te_rm; 
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(55) 

In deriving Eqs .. (54) .and (.55), we ,have .made use of the 

fact that ~ 0 and o_ are kinet~c Alfven waves and, hence., 

t (or Ez) and ~i ·are ·relate.d ·to ·q> by ~q.. (.39). 

In treat.ing the 'ions., we note first that because 

lro I, lro
0

1 >> I kiiOvTil' lk·l~-·vTi/., ~B has negligible 

contribution and, from .Eq. (52)?, f(:i) of the kinetic 

Alfv~n ~aves is reduced to 

f (1 ) + r (.1) . 
- ii iz ' TorE! = 9o' :.l 

(56) 

Secondly, we note that ~pi contains a n~;mlinear te.rm from 

its convective part·,· i · ·· f 2 ) ·(m/qB2 ) ·(· 9) E However, .:e .•. , -~p·i c=. . 0 i ;:·· .... i""'i . 

it can be shown that 

from v ( ~ ) f ~ 0 ) 
-Pl 11 

the cqntribution .to the V L · [ v
1
f] . .term 

. ~· ~ l 

cancels to ·the o.rder ro
0

/Cl?ci wi·th that from 

v f( 
1

). Thus, the only ne.t ·contr·ibuti.on com~s from the 
-E ii 

~Efl!) term; which corresponds tothe us~al (~E·~)vz 

·· ...• 
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convective nonlinear (ponderomotive) forc.e term in the 

parallel (to ~ 0 ) equation or motion~. Aqother important 

nonlinear contribution comes.from the (!EX~ 1 )·=z term, 

similar to that of the electrons. · Comb~ning these non-

linear terms, we obtain 

(57) 

where '1/tc corresponds to the ~!.· [~Er(i~J nonlinearity and 

is given by 

(k xk
0

) · e 
... s ... ....z 

and 'I/IE(~ 8 ) is given in Eq. (55). Subst~tuting Eqs. (51), 

(52), (53) and (57) into the .. quasi~neutrality equation 

(59) 

-we have 

where 

(61) 

, 
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(62) 

, (63) 

2 (k xk0 ) • e . 
A = - i -s - -z 

cs 2coci. , (64) 

. : 

and 

(65} 

Equation (60) describes· the coupling of the ion acoustic 

mode to the lower-sideband kinetic Alfyen wave via the 

pump. 

IV. B. Kinetic Alfven (ru_, k·_) Mode -·. 
Jfor 'this mode we ha.vc ~o ct:;Llculate both the charge 

·and parallel current dens·ity perturbattorrs to 0( jcp
0

j2.); 

i.e., f(J)(~_) in order to take into a~count the induced 

scattering process. 

thus, twhlinear contributions due· to both 

f(~)(~s) and f(~)(;?~.) .II1USt b·e·i~cluded ... Let us first 

consider the electrons. Again, v has negligible contri-. _pe . . 

'pution and dominant nonlinear contributions come from the 

v*(M )[f(l)(o) + f( 2 )(0 )l tenn as w:ell as the -B _o e _s . e _s 

. ~ 
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* [~E(~s) x ~ 1 (~ 0 )1·_:z te.nn. It turns ouf, however, that 

n(;),is negligible ~ompared to. n(i) du~ to the canceling 

· of' dominant nonlinear terms; while ri (~) ~s ·.given by 

(3) 2 (l+"Ao)kzo · '* (2) 
n e (Q_) "'. ics (k xk ) · e cp" n (0 ) . (66) 

- 2~cikz-~O _s .... o ..... z o e .... s 

Perturbations in pa~allel quJ;"rent density can then be 

obtained from the continuity equation; 

J(~~(~_) ~ e~l-·[::EC~s)n*(c:?q) + ::; (~o),n(l)(~s)]e/kz-, 

(67) 

and. 

J(3) (O)"' e[k ·v* (O )nUn(o)- m_n(3)(o_)J /kz-ze ..... - - ...... !- .... E. ....0 _s _ , e 

(68) 

As to the ions, because lm_l >> lkz-vTil , the 

dynamic is mainly in the.perpendicu+ar ·(to ~ 0 ) plane. 

Thus, we can neglect Jzi ~nd, from the C<?ntinuity equation, 

we find the ion density perturbations to be 

(69) 

,\_ 



·' 

and 

' .. . . 

n(3) (O_) ~ k _ ~-f~* (n )rl( 2 )(q )1 /w_ 
i - .-1 ...... E .. -0 . . ,.-S i 

(70) 

Here,. as discussed in Sec .. _ .(rv. -A), vC:{ (~_) is the non

linear ion polartza tion drift due t'o the convecti v·e 

(!
1

. ~ 1 ) tenn. 

The two f.i.eld equation~, Eqs .. (TO') and (12), · 

including nonlinear pert-u:rb~t'ions become :at 0 = o_ 
,.., .... , 

(71) 

which, after substituting the 'linear res~ponses Eqs. (16') 

to (19' ), reduce to 

.. 

EA(:?_)<i>_ = No"'-~~(1+},""_} i[m_(q(:) + n(~)) 

!,.; 
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whe-re 

(74) 

•. . ... 

(75) 

and 

(76) 

In deriving Eq. (73), we·have noted that 0 is a resonant 
~-

kinetic Alfven mode· ·and, hence, ·IE I << 1 Substituting A • 

Eqs. (66),· (67), (68), (69) anQ. (7Q) for the nonlinear 
r. 

. . 

charge density and parallelcU,rrent den!;lity perturbations 

into Eq. (7~), it reduce~ td 

(77) 

wbere 

(78) 

~ (~) is due to third ord,er perturbations 

( k.!o - k!_ ) , (79) 
. 0 --
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and· 

Combining the two coup·le:d equations., ·Eq~.. ( 60) and ( 77)., 

we then derive the following :dlspe.r.s~i:.on .relation for ·the 
. . . . . ' 

parametric decay in~tabi.lit;ies 

(.t31 ') . 

where 

,(.82') 

With Te >>· Ti" the acous·t'J:.c .w~ve .is weakly .da.m:ped 

and we have the resonant decay :insta'b:llity.. In this ca·s.e., . . . 

E(3) can be neglected. 
A 

:vet :co = :m
5 

r + :1. -y anct m = - coA + ·1 y. 
S ' r - , 

where ills r and ill A ·= (1)0 :- ·c.QS:,J.··· .'s;:a··ti>~l''Y,, ;~.e:s:p ect.i ve ly., the 

dispersion relations for ·the ·iqn :aeou:s·t·+.c and kinetic Alfven 
; 

waves, Eqs ~ (38) and (.37').. Equation f8l) then reduces to 

OEsr 

·a~ . 
sr 

, (83') 

(84) 

.. I 
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2 
= ~ .J 

Q>A 
(85) 

· and r A' r s are the corr~sponqing linear damping rates. 

From Eq. (83), we can deduce the threshold pump field by 

letting y=O. Wf:'ll· above t}+e tlu'eshold field, the growth 

rate is given by 

· ru · ·.)1/2 B · ·. I F(x)sin e I . . 
. sr .. · I . 10 1 t3 -1/2 _ _ _ 

1 2 
. 

( "'A · . · B9 . ·. [( l+Ao) ( l+A_) ( l+A
8
)] / . 

(86 )· 

. . 

= k
1

_k
10 

sin e and used the relatio~ betw·een B 10 . and 

~ 0 (= ecp0/Te) expressed in Eq.~ (39). The growth rate obtained 

here is larger than that of the ideal magnetohydrodynamic 

results due to Sagdeev an!;! Ga.'l~·ev 11 
l;>y a factor of ).ruci/ruA. 

This enhancement is expect~d becaus~, due to the finite 

). 1 s, nonlinear effects induced by the ~~ 0 drifts of electrons 

and ions do not cancel each other to the order of·). in the 

case considered here;·while on:)..y ioq polarization drift 

(which, is smaller than tne ~~0. drift by a factor 

contributes 'in the ideal magnetohydrodynamic limit. 

Furthermore, unlike the magnetohydrodynamic case in which 
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only the backscattering is allowed, three different types 

of decay are possible here as illustrated in the ro-k z 

diagram in Fig. 2. Note also since F(_'A) ~ 0 as 'Ao ~ 0, 

this decay process is pertinent to the pump wave being a 
, 

kinetic Alfven wave. 

Let us now c6nsider the case ~~th T $ 5T. such 
e 1. 

that the ion o.couotic \·~ave io hca.vily La.nda.u drunpcd by ions. 

In this case, the decay ins.t.ability is made through non-

linear ion Landau damping. i.e., it is an ion-induced 

scattering process or~ sometimes also called, a quasimode 
(;• 

decay instability. From Eq. (8L), the growth rate /'N is 

obtained to be 

= - (87) 

Note, from Eq. -(3) (82), E A does not contribute to the growth 

rate and :vN. further reduces to 

-1 e 

which has its m~ximum value at l.ros I "" 

'-

k vT. I and zs l 

(88) 
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2- 2 
F (f.-)sin e 

(1+)-. 0 ) (l+f.-_) 

(89) 

Again, we remark that (i) the growth rate obtained here is 

larger than the classlc magnetohydrodynamic value by a 
. ,.... 

factor (f.-mcilmA)~, (ii) our results are pertinent to the 

pump wave being a kinetic Alfven wave and (iii), similar 

to the resonant decay instability, three types of decay 

are possible here (c.f. Fig. 2). Note that the threshold 

pump field depends on rA which, in the collisionless regime; 

is mainly due to electron Landau damping and, typically, 

Then for a reasonable choice of other 

parameters; such as t3 ,...., -2 I 10 , m . wA "' 10 and T ,...., 
c1. e 

the threshold amplitude I 
-2 

of BlO' (BlO)th Bo"' 10 . 

as discussed in Section II.and shown in Eq. (30), with the 

pump wave being excited by the resonant mode conversion, 

its amplitude is enhanced by an Airy factor (Kp)-213 

compared with t~e externally applied field. Hence, even 

with an applied fiel4 of several tens of gauss, the 

kinetic Alfven wave will have an amplitude of several 

hundred gauss w~ich can exceed the threshold value with 

B0 in the order of 10 K gauss. 

,. 
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Based on these findings, we can make some 

important remarks on nonlinear surface heating problems. 

For a realistic application of a RF heating concept to ·a 

reactor plasma, one of the basic question is the power 

penetration into the core of the plasma. When 

the externally applied RF field has a large amplitude, 

nonlinear interactions at the plasma surface tends to.heat 

only. the surface area and inhibit the power penetration. 

This problem will not arise in the present heating scheme 

be.cause (1) the amplitude of the externally applied RF 

field is much smaller [by a factor of (Kpi) 1/ 2 ] than that 

of the kinetic Alfv~n wave, and f2) the nonlinear coupling 

coefficient of the external field to the ion acoustic wave 
,_ 

is also much smaller fby a factor of ~ 0 /roci) than that 

of the kinetic Alfven wave. 

Finally, we discuss the e:ffects of :finite ion 

Larmor radius; which so far have been neglected to simplify 

the analyse·s. As is well known, :finite ion .Larmor radius 

has the effect of reducing the field experienced by the 

-" .• .2 2 
ions by a factor r 0 ('"i)e 1. ~ 1 - "i for "i = kl P;, < 1. 

Thus, the ~~O currents of electrons ~nd ions do not cancel 

each other to the order of "i· It then can be shown that 

the only modification of finite "i to the results obtained 

here is that there are additional terms of 0(\i) in the • 

expression o:f F(\) and the main features of our results 

remain unchanged. 
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Effects of orbit diffusion become important 

when the spectrum developes into a wide range. They con

tribute to an additional dissipation mechanism. These 

effects wiil be discussed in a separate paper. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have shown that an externally applie~ 

oscillating magnetic field can be absorbed by a non-
. . . , 

uniform· plasma at the Alfven resonant surface. The absorpt·ion 

is due to a linear mode conversion of the applied oscillating 
. , 

magnetic field to the kinetic Alfven wave. In a toroidal 

plasma a kinetic Alfven wave propagates almost parallel 

to the magnetic field and into a higher density side 

spiraling along the toroidal direction. Plasma is heated 

when this kinetic Alfven wave is dissipated by various 

physical processes. We have shown that the wave can be 

dissipated both linearly and nonlinearly by plasma particles. 

Both collisional and collisionless d~mping can be con

sidered as the dissipation mechanism. When the plasma 

temperature is low, typically below a few hundred electron 

volts, col~isional damping takes place. Collisional 

damping by ions originates from the ion viscosity and per-
.. 

pendicular field energy is dissipated. This ·will lead to 

an increase of perpendicular ion temperature. The viscous 

damping is maximized here because the perpendicular wave

length of the kinetic .Alfven·wave is comparable toJthe ion 

gyrorad1us. Collisional damping by electrons is due to 
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Ohmic dissipation of parallel component of the wave electric 

field. Electrons are heated in ihe par~llel direct·on by 

·this mechanism. We have found that, in the collisional 

regime, the heating rate of electrons· and ion-are approximately 

the same. 

In a collisionless regime t~e linear heating 

occurs due to Landau damping of the p~rallel component o~ 

the electric field by both electrons and ions. When f3 is 

::;wallt:!r Llu:t.rl 0. 1, elec Lron Landau damping dorrana tes. However. 

when f3 is larger than 0.1, ion Landau damping dominates. 

Electron Landau damping i~ reduced due to the trapped 

electrori effects, however, the damping rate due to the 

circulating electron is large enough for the wave to be 

dissipated in the plasma. 

If the applied oscillating magnetic field has an 

intensity larger than a f~w tens of gauss, nonl.tn~ar 

dissipation of the kinetic Alfven wave is expected. 

Because of the spatial resonance effect, the externally 

applied magnetic field is enhanced near the resonant point 

and the kinetic Alfven wave. ~hich is excited by the mode 

conversion at the resonant point, carries this enhanced 

amplitude and propagates into the plasma with slowly 

decreasing amplitude. Away :from the resonant point, the 

magnetic field amplitude of lthe kinetic Alfven wave is 

. . t 1 b. ( ). -l/2 t . glven approxlma e y y Kpi lmes the externally 

applied magnetic field amplitude. This enhancement makes 
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the nonlfnear process to .occur· rno.re ·easily~ . The· nonlinea·r 

process we have considered is· a parametr-ic decay of the 

·kinetic Alfven wave ·into. the'· ion acoustic. wave. It was 

shown that when ·the e-lectroh temperature ·is much la·rger 

than the ion ternperatur·e, the re'sonant three wave decay 

can take place, while. ir··the electron te·mperature is corn

parable to the ion tempe·ra:·ture, ·rronlinear ion Landau 

damping can occur. In either cases· it is ·expe~ted that 

both'electrons and ions are' heated approximately at an 

equal rate in this nonlinear process. Here, electrons 

are heated by the linear Landau damping of the kinetic 

Alfven wave and ions are heated by linear and nonlinear 

Landau damping of the excited ion acoustic wave and the 
. 

kinetic AlfV~n wave respectively~ in the derivation of· 

the nonlinear coupling-coefficient, we ha~~ found that the 

parametric decay is possible only:with a pump with a 

finite perpendicular wavelength.for·a reasonable range 

of ptasma· parameters an"d amplitude" of the pump. . This 

finding is ve.ry ·important in the applicati"on to plasma 

heating because it indicates that undesirable· surface 

heR. ti ng hy a direct rionli.near cou'pli.ng "between the applied 

f"tP.ld and plasma is irihib'ited; 
. . 

In real'ity if·· the damping :tate of the kinetic 

Alfv~n wave ts large enmi"gh · s·o ··that the klnetic Al:f'ven 

., 
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wave completely dissipates before it reaches to another 

resonant point at ·the otber side of the plasma, the 

absorption rate which i~ obtained fro~ the magnetohydro

dynamic calculation g;tves the correct energy disposition 

rate. Because the ·wavelength of the ~inetic Alfven wave 

is on the order of the ion gyroradius, this means if the 

fractional damping ra.tP. .pP.r c:-yr:-1.:P of tpe wavQ is larger 

than the ratio of the ion gyroradius to the mitior. radius 

o:t· the plasma, pi/r, a to~al absorption of the 'kinetic 

Alfven wave takes place. For a reactor plasma pi is 

approximately lo-3 m while .r is on the order of 1 m 

hence the fractional damping rate needs. to be larger than 

10-3. This condition is easi;Ly satisfied by taking any 

of the dissipation mecnanism considered here. However, 

to obtain a uniform heating it is desirable to have 

the fractional dam,ping r~te not to pe too large a.nd most 

desirably on the order of 10..,.2 • 

:Because the resonant absorption can absorb the 

oscillating magnetic fi~l~ totally per each cycle of 

oscillations, G. value of the· plasma catl be on the order 

of unity. Therefore power input to the plasma per unit 

volume can be simply g~ven approximately by ruB;/2~ 0 . 

This means, to prov·ide with 200 MW power at f = w27f = 1 MHz 

to a·plasma with a volume of-2xl03 m3, one only ~eeds an 

oscillating magnetic field with amplitude of a few gauss. 

i,l 

I' 
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This magnetic. field.~ . wh.e_~ .. : 1. t. ~~ mode q~nve~ted to the 
~ . . . . . . . 

kinetic Alfven wave, wi~l. have an amplitude .of a few 
.•·• 't •·. • . . .• 

hundred gauss. Howev~r, ·be~au~~ ·~t h~s a very short 
. . . . 

wavelength.and because th~ .magnitude ~s still much lower 

than any of the ·cic magneti,c :f"ield·~pplied to a reactor 

plasma, it i~ con~i~~re4 that.~he p~asma .is not significantly 

disturbed by 'this fi.eld ~· .•.. 
. .. 

This he.ating<~e.tl'lod. has a basic merit of using 
. . .. 

a low frequency RF field o·f orf tne order or lower than 

1 MHz for which ~ high power. sourc~. is· currently available. 

This also presents a me;ri.t' that it does not heat impurity 

ions ~Y the cyclotrop resonance. Most of the cyclotron 
. :l . 

resonant frequency of i~P,~ritie_s. lies flbove this frequency range. 
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. FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram. of ·the x.component. (radial 

component) of the wave electric fie.ld near the 

spatial resonant point, x· :i: o .. x > o :regfon 

·corresponds to the·higher·dens;tty· side where the 

kinetic Alfven wave is excited~ ·The plasma.-

heating occurs when the kinetic Alfven wave 

. is dissipated by wave particle interacti.ons. The 

· wavelength d near the resonant point is . approxi

mately givenby (.3n")
2

/3(-p
2
/x) 113·"\\ 50P1· 

Fig. 2 Three types of decay are possible ·:from frequency 

co0 to coa. depending on the l3 ign of kzs and kzA · 

. \.~ 
. ' ,.,"• 

.··-. 

as well' as the· siz.e of .-x 0 (=: ki 0 c;/ro~i) with respect \· 
. . . 2 2 z . 

to 'X A ( = k lA cs/roci). In ·the rnagnetohydrodynamic 

limit where ). 0 = 0, only case (c) is acceptable. 

In case (b), k1 is decreased while in case (b) 

k1 is increased in consPquence of the decay. 
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